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should be returned. The
output should be: ['Jan',
'Feb', 'Mar', 'Sep', 'Dec']
How do I achieve this in

JavaScript? A: How about,
var array = ['Jan', 'Feb',
'Mar', 'Apr', 'May', 'Jun',
'Jul', 'Aug', 'Sep', 'Oct',

'Nov', 'Dec'], o = {}, s =
0, r, t;

array.forEach(function (d)
{ var m = d.substring(0,

3); if (o[m]) o[m].push(d);
else { o[m] = [d]; s++; }
}); for (r in o) { t = o[r];
t.sort(function (a, b) {

return a - b; d0c515b9f4
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